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 info@gomaco.com   ❘   www.gomaco.com

GOMACO Corporation pioneered the development of the fi rst cylinder fi nisher nearly 50 years ago when the company 
manufactured and introduced a bridge deck cylinder fi nisher to meet the growing needs for bridge markets. Today, GOMACO 
cylinder fi nishers are designed for versatility with the C-450 and C-750. The frame widths can range from 12 feet to 160 feet. 
They are easy to operate and save time and labor costs on all of your concrete fi nishing projects. Pin-connected sections 
provide fast setup time and the versatility to fi t exact job requirements. GOMACO’s patented three-point fi nishing system 
provides the smoothest deck possible with an auger to level the concrete, a cylinder consolidates and fi nishes the concrete, 
and a fl oat pan seals and textures the surface. GOMACO fi nishers are available with several diff erent options to customize them 
to your exact bridge deck specifi cations. Join the bridge builders choosing GOMACO for sales, service, and parts support.
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National Summary  |  5-Year Modal Forecast

U.S. TRANSPORTATION  
CONSTRUCTION

MARKET FORECAST 2019

“ARTBA remains 
laser-focused on 
its core mission 
of transportation 

market 
development and 

protection.”

ARTBA Chairman  
Bob Alger, page 6
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        ne of the biggest economic stories of    
        2018 was Amazon’s decision to 
divide the 50,000 jobs of its so-called HQ2 
between the Long Island City section of 
Queens, in New York City, and Crystal 
City, Virginia, next to Washington, D.C.

The respective multi-modal transportation 
networks played an important role in 
Amazon’s decision to “click” on each area. And each city’s prior 
planning and long-term commitment to adding new and expanded 
transportation choices for the company’s workforce were also 
driving factors.

“New York’s airports, bridges, highways and tunnels may finally 
get the capital investment they desperately need,” The New York 
Times reported. The Washington Post described a network of new 
toll lanes connecting the Capital Beltway (I-495), I-95, and I-270, to 
accommodate the expected growth, including express bus lanes 
from the suburbs to Amazon and other job centers.

But improving transportation infrastructure is important to all cities 
and towns, and to connect communities across America.

Remember, books, tools, and other goods purchased on Amazon’s 
website are delivered to homes and businesses via air, rail, 
and—most critically—roadway networks. The same is true for 
other retailers and freight shippers, and for other employers and 
employees.

That’s why ARTBA’s primary mission—as always—is growing and 
protecting transportation infrastructure investment to meet the public 
and business demand for safe and efficient travel.

With many new members joining the 116th Congress in January, 
ARTBA’s advocacy efforts will focus on “adding to the cart” these 
key items: a permanent solution for the Highway Trust Fund and a 
robust infrastructure package.

LEARN MORE +1-707-374-6800  •  www.theroadzipper.com

Moving People. Safer. 
Faster. Smarter . . . Better

FLEXIBLE BARRIERS
FOR A FLEXIBLE

FUTURE

© 2016 Lindsay. All rights reserved. The Road Zipper System is a registered product 
of Barrier Systems, Inc. Lindsay Transportation Solutions and the Road Zipper are 

trademarks or registered trademarks of the Lindsay Corporation.

THE ROAD ZIPPER SYSTEM® 
The innovative way to manage future traffi c

Forecasting tomorrow’s traffi c needs is virtually 
impossible. The Road Zipper System is a unique solution 
offering superior fl exibility and safety.

CURRENT THINKING

• Limited funds 

•  Limited space

•  Unknowns of 
autonomous vehicles

• Travel delays

FORWARD THINKING

• Cost-effective

• Optimizes lane usage

•  Accommodates 
autonomous vehicles

•  Shorter, consistent 
travel times

Solid, fi xed 
barriers

Moveable 
barriers

EDITOR’S NOTE
MARK HOLAN | Editorial Director

Beyond Amazon

Mark Holan
Editorial Director
mholan@artba.org

O
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e all know the only constant is change.

We’ll see change in Congress with the results of the Nov. 
6 elections. We’ve just experienced the changing of the 
guard as I took the helm from AECOM’s Matt Cummings and 
became your new ARTBA chairman during the association’s 
National Convention in New York City.

ARTBA is also experiencing change as Pete Ruane retired 
Nov. 1 after 30 years—the longest tenured president and CEO 
in the association’s history—and 21-year association veteran 
Dave Bauer officially becomes the new CEO on Jan. 1.

One thing won’t be changing, however. And that’s our 
constancy of purpose. ARTBA remains laser-focused on 
its core mission of transportation construction market 
development and protection.

As part of my agenda in the year ahead, the association will 
work to:

• Achieve a permanent Highway Trust Fund Solution by 
pressing the new Congress and President Trump to act 
ASAP on a sustainable trust fund fix that provides the 
necessary revenue to help ensure future market stability 
and significant market growth.

• Ensure passage of an infrastructure investment package 
that includes a major transportation component and 
emphasizes significant new investments in the National 
Highway Freight Network.

• Lay the groundwork for the next surface transportation 
bill. While simultaneously pursuing the two items above, 
ARTBA will lead the policy discussion and frame the 
debate for the scheduled 2020 reauthorization of the 
FAST Act.

Pursuing all these goals will require continued membership 

support for the Transportation Makes America Work (TMAW) 
program to fund robust advocacy activities, educate the many 
new members of Congress about the value of transportation 
investment, and pursue necessary litigation to defend against 
efforts to delay highway and transit improvements. Please 
renew your firm or organization’s 2019 commitment to TMAW 
now.

Another key priority is building on the success of my two 
predecessors—David Zachry and Matt Cummings—with 
the ANSI-accredited Safety Certification for Transportation 
Project Professionals™ (SCTPP) program. In a major recent 
development, the Texas Department of Transportation 
became the first agency in the nation to endorse the program 
and commit 500 agency employees to sit for the certification 
exam in fiscal year 2019. In the year ahead, we’ll be working 
to bring the program to more project workers, supervisors, 
foremen, owners, planners, designers and inspectors. 
The aim is to have thousands of more “eyes” to the task of 
identifying and mitigating potential hazards for workers and 
motorists commonly found in transportation work zones—
skills identified through the certification exam.

As you can see, we’ve got a full plate. It’s time to roll up our 
sleeves, put our hard hats on, and get to work. I look forward 
to working with all ARTBA members to get the job done!

FROM THE CHAIRMAN
ROBERT E. ALGER | President & CEO, Lane Industries, Inc.

Change, But Constancy of Purpose
Moving America 
Since 1890

Throughout its nearly 130-year history, Lane has built 
some of the nation’s well-known superhighways and 
bridges. Today, Lane continues to provide reliable and 
long-lasting infrastructure that is critical to moving 
people throughout the United States.

LaneConstruct.com

W
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f you want to know how the work of ARTBA’s Transportation Development Foundation (TDF) makes a profound   
difference, consider this Oct. 28, 2018, note from Lanford Family Highway Worker Memorial Scholarship recipient,    

 Carrie Lillis:

“I wanted to let you know I showed my Dad the letter you sent last spring about the award. He sat there, still and was 
very quiet. He just sat there and stared at the letter and his eyes welled up. After working in road construction for almost 
20 years he thought now that he was injured no one cared.

“Without the money your Foundation gave me I could not go to this school, but to my Dad it meant so much more. He 
was so impressed that there was a fund and a group of people who cared that people like him die or are mangled from 
their work. My Dad helped build many of the iconic things in our community, highways, football stadiums, schools, but 
now that he is injured he just looks at them and wishes he could build again. Please let the folks know the scholarship 
gift made my dreams possible, but it also helped heal my Dad’s broken heart. Many thanks.”

The scholarship program provides post-high school financial assistance to the children of highway workers killed or 
permanently disabled on the job. In 2018, the TDF Board of Trustees provided a record $63,500 to a dozen worthy 
students like Carrie.

Preventing injuries and fatalities is a big part of the Foundation’s mission. In 2018:

• The Safety Certification for Transportation Project Professionals™ (SCTPP) program, earned the “gold standard” 
in credentialing with accreditation under the ISO/IEC 17024:2012 international standard. The Texas Department 
of Transportation became the first agency to officially endorse the program and committed 500 agency employees 
to taking the exam in FY 2019. Since the October 2016 launch, 255 industry professionals from 70 companies/
agencies in 35 states have earned the safety credential.

• The “Transportation Construction Safety Center” (www.artbasafetycenter.org) continued to serve as the industry 
gateway to a comprehensive suite of programs and services that help firms improve worker and motorist safety 
in roadway construction zones. Under several federal contracts, the TDF delivered customized transportation 
construction safety-specific training to more than 7,000 industry professionals.

• Nearly 100 industry professionals attended the 8th Annual Dr. Don Brock TransOvationTM Workshop with the focus 
on building smarter and resilient infrastructure in preparation for future climate challenges or national emergencies.

With contributions from outstanding volunteer leaders on the Board of Trustees, the TDF’s commitment to building the 
future remains strong!

FROM THE TDF CHAIRMAN
PAUL YAROSSI | Executive Vice President, HNTB

The Foundation at Work
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That’s the opportunity for civil engineers 
worldwide who take advantage of two new 
ARTBA safety initiatives. The association has 
developed eight, web-based courses that 
focus on understanding and addressing safety 
issues common to transportation infrastructure 
projects. They give decision makers—from 
the planning and design phase, through 
project completion—the knowledge needed to 
eliminate or mitigate potential safety problems.

The courses have been approved for engineers’ 
Professional Development Hours (PDHs) 
in New York, Florida and North Carolina. 
Other states do not require pre-approval or 
do not require engineers to earn PDHs for 
license renewal. 

They also provide prep learning for individuals 
interested in taking the computer based 
Safety Certification for Transportation 
Project Professionals™ (SCTPP) exam, which 
is administered at Pearson VUE Test Centers 
globally. The SCTPP has been developed to 
meet the rigorous ISO/IEC 17024—Conformity 
Assessment-General Requirements for Bodies 
Operating Certification of Persons. 

Visit “Prep Courses” at ARTBA’s Online 
Learning Center: www.puttingsafetyfirst.org. 
The courses cost $50 per PDH and include a 
printed “Certificate of Completion.”

For more information, contact ARTBA’s  
Beth Stinson: bstinson@artba.org or 
202.683.1028.

COMMUNICATION  
(1-PDH)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
(2-PDHs)

HAZARD CONTROL 
 (2-PDHs)

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 
(1-PDH)

TRAFFIC CONTROL  
(2-PDHs)

WORK SITES  
(2-PDHs)

RISK ASSESSMENT  
(1-PDH)

BUILDING SAFETY PLANS  
(1-PDH)

Prep Courses:

Unique PDH Opportunity for Civil Engineers

Earn 12 Professional Development Hours &  
An Internationally-Credited Safety 
Professional Certification for About $1,000?

visit “Prep Courses” at www.puttingsafetyfirst.org
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Alger’s Honors
• ASCE’s Outstanding Project & Leadership Award, 2013

• The Moles Award for Outstanding Achievement in 
Construction, 2011

• Outstanding Engineering Alumni Award from Penn 
State’s College of Engineering, 2006

ARTBA’s 2019 chairman started at Lane as a job engineer 
on the Cowanesque Dam in Pennsylvania. He ascended 
through the ranks as a project manager, district manager, 
and executive. He was named Lane’s president and CEO 
in 2001.

Under his leadership, the company has grown from 
a regional Northeast contractor to become a national 
transportation and heavy civil construction powerhouse. 
Revenues have grown from $350 million in 2001 to $1.7 
billion in sales volume. Massive Lane-built highway, 
bridge, tunneling, rail, transit, airport, dam and lock 
projects are helping connect and improve communities in 
multiple states across America.

“You always knew who the up-and-coming leaders of the 
organization were, whether you worked with them or not,” 
said Lane Chief Operating Officer Mark Schiller, a 30-year 
company veteran.

“Bob definitely stood out as one of the individuals who 
was going to rise to the top,” Schiller said. “There was no 
question in my mind, or the minds of others. His leadership 
qualities were well known.”

Alger’s roster of ARTBA volunteer leadership positions 
includes: senior vice chairman, first vice chairman, 
Contractors Division president, Contractors Division first 
vice president, ARTBA Foundation trustee, and Trans2020: 
“MAP-21 Policy Promotion, Implementation & Funding 
Enhancement Task Force” co-chair.

His leadership roles also extend to other industry groups. 
He’s a founding member of the Construction Industry 
Ethics and Compliance Initiative (CIECI) and Construction 
Industry Safety Initiative (CISI) group, which promotes 
Safety Week annually across the country. He’s a past 
president of The Moles, The Beavers, and American 
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Construction Institute. 
He’s also a past chairman of the Construction Industry 
Roundtable (CIRT).

Bob and his wife, Joan, have two adult children, Bob, Jr., 
and Lauren.

       obert “Bob” E. Alger began his transportation 
construction career with a trio of tips and a trifecta 
of tenders.

He took all three pieces of advice from his father:
“Be honest; be trustworthy; and work hard. You’ll 
have a job for life.”

Of course, the younger Alger could only 
accept one of the three job offers he 
received after earning a civil engineering
degree from Penn State University. 
He picked The Lane Construction
Corporation 40 years ago
and never looked back.

Dad was right.

Lane Construction Corporation 
Chief Bob Alger Elected 
ARTBA Chairman
By Mark Holan
mholan@artba.org
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“Bob lives his personal life by the same values he leads his 
business life,” said David Benton, executive vice president at Lane. 
“He is very much a family man. I am proud of the fact that I have 
Bob as a boss, but I am equally proud of the fact that I have Bob as 
a very close friend.”

Chairman’s Agenda

Alger outlined his chairman’s agenda during an October 
presentation at ARTBA’s national convention in New York City

He said ARTBA would remain laser-focused on its core mission 
of transportation market development by working to achieve three 
main goals: a permanent revenue solution for the Highway Trust 
Fund; passage of a new infrastructure investment package that 
includes significant investments in the National Highway Freight 
Network; and laying the groundwork for the scheduled 2020 
reauthorization of the FAST Act highway and transit investment law.

The association will also “continue to collaborate with federal 
agencies to build a regulatory environment conducive to more 
efficient and safe project delivery,” he added.

Special focus will be given to expanding the number of firms and 
organizations supporting ARTBA’s Transportation Makes America 
Work lobbying and advocacy communications program to help 
ensure the industry has the necessary financial resources to 
achieve its legislative and regulatory goals, Alger said.

In the safety arena, the continued growth of the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI)-accredited Safety Certification for 
Transportation Project Professionals™ (SCTPP) program, is another 
priority. The SCTPP program was launched by industry executives 
and safety leaders in fall 2016.

“Safety training and education have always been core ARTBA 
competencies,” Alger said. “We will continue to build greater 
awareness and participation in safety certification programs by 
contractors and public agencies.”

Finally, Alger highlighted his plans to engage ARTBA officers 
and directors, the Industry Leader Development Council, and 
Women Leaders Council to increase “peer-to-peer” membership 
development outreach.

“There’s a lot of work of ahead of us,” Alger said. “We’ve got to 
understand that, then roll up our sleeves, put on our hard hats, and 
let’s go do it.”

Mark Holan is ARTBA’s editorial director.

Lane’s First ARTBA Chairman

Bob Alger is the 
second leader of The 
Lane Construction 
Corporation to become 
ARTBA chairman. Lane 
President William R. 
Smith took the wheel 
of the association at its 
28th annual meeting in 
1931.

Attendees at that St. Louis convention discussed 
a $12 billion road construction program, split 
equally between the federal government 
and then 48 states, to relieve the massive 
unemployment of the Great Depression.

John S. Lane started the Connecticut-based 
company in 1890 as a stone-crushing operation 
for railroads and streets. The firm quickly 
expanded its operations throughout New 
England and New York State.

By the Great Depression, Lane had paved more 
than 1,400 miles of roadway, becoming one 
of the largest highway contractors on the East 
Coast.

In 2016, Lane was acquired by Salini Impregilo 
Group, a global construction contractor 
specializing in hydro and dams, railways, metro 
systems, roads, and motorways.

William R. Smith

The Alger family, left to right: The chairman’s mother, Lucy; his 
daughter, Lauren; Bob and his wife, Joan; his father, Bob; and 
his son, Bob Jr.

“Safety training and education have always been core 
ARTBA competencies. We will continue to build greater 
awareness and participation in safety certification 
programs by contractors and public agencies.”
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Transportation Construction Market 
Projected to Near $280 Billion in 2019
By Dr. Alison Premo Black
ablack@artba.org

The U.S. transportation infrastructure market is expecting 
4.2 percent real growth in 2019, after adjusting for project 
costs and inflation, according to ARTBA’s annual forecast. 
Increased transportation investment from all levels of 
government—federal, state and local—will help drive this 
growth across all modes.

Market activity is expected to reach $278.1 billion in 2019, 
up from 2018’s $266.9 billion.

The transportation construction market also grew by 4.2 
percent in 2018, driven largely by gains in airport terminal 
and runway construction, which increased by $5.8 billion, or 
33 percent.

Spending on public highway and street construction rose 
by $2.7 billion—5 percent—in 2018, recovering some of the 
market decline in this sector from 2017.

Port and waterway construction and private highway 
and bridge construction associated with residential and 
commercial developments also grew in 2018. Infrastructure 
construction by Class I railroads and public bridge and 
tunnel construction were down 4 percent and 2 percent in 
2018, respectively.

Federal transportation investment received a boost from 
the FY 2018 appropriations bill—Congress provided an 
additional $5 billion that will be available over the next four 
years. The $2.5 billion for highway programs is in addition 
to an increase of $930 million approved as part of the core 
highway program under the 2015 FAST Act law.

Market Risks

One wild card in the forecast is the outlook for the 
reauthorization of the FAST Act and the ability of Congress 
to find additional revenues to support the Highway Trust 
Fund. If states start delaying projects in response to 
uncertainty over the future of the federal-aid highway 
program, then it would temper 2019 market growth.

Overall, highway construction market activity is expected to 
increase in about half of the states and Washington, D.C. 
in 2019. Some of the largest markets include California, 
Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, New York, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas and Virginia.

Other market risks include uncertainty over material prices, 
increased labor costs and potential labor shortages in some 
regional markets.

ARTBA estimates project costs, which remained below 
general inflation between 2013 and 2016, rose 2.7 percent 
in 2017 and 3.8 percent in 2018, largely due to increased 
costs for diesel fuel and materials.

Price data shows that average annual prices in 2018 
for steel products were up between 6 and 14 percent, 
depending on the type of product, compared to 2017. 

It is difficult to isolate the impact of tariffs on the price of 
steel-related products from other market forces, such as 
the cost of energy, transportation or input materials. But 
the uncertainty created by the steel and aluminum tariffs 
enacted in March 2018 will continue to have an impact on 
the highway construction market as contractors include that 
dynamic in their bids and cost structure.

Industry wages for employees on job sites were up 3 
percent in 2018. The forecast assumes that project costs in 
2019 and beyond will increase at the historical rate of 2.7 
percent as energy prices stabilize.

Among the forecast highlights:

Public & Private Highway, 
Street & Related Construction

ARTBA estimates that work on private highways, bridges, 
parking lots and driveways will increase from $65.9 billion 
in 2018 to $69.1 billion in 2019, and will continue to grow 
over the next five years as market activity increases in those 
sectors. This data is captured by the U.S. Census Bureau as 
part of residential and commercial construction investment.

The real value of public highway, street and related work 
by state DOTs and local governments—the largest market 
sector—is expected to increase by 5 percent to $66.5 billion 
after growing 4.5 percent in 2018.

Strong growth in large states are expected to drive national 
gains. California, Florida, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Texas 
and Virginia have shown significant increases in contract 
awards over the last year, a leading indicator of highway 
construction activity in those states.
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The 2019 U.S. Transportation Construction Market Forecast       1

National Summary  |  5-Year Modal Forecast

U.S. TRANSPORTATION  
CONSTRUCTION

MARKET FORECAST 2019

ARTBA Chief Economist 
Dr. Alison Premo Black’s 
comprehensive multi-modal 
transportation construction 
market forecast is available 
for sale. 

Member Price: $225

Non-Member: $300

Purchase: www.artbastore.org.

Also available:

• National Bridge 
Conditions 
Database

• Wage & Salary 
Guides

In the “Members 
Only” section of 
www.artba.org.

Purchase 
ARTBA’s 2019

Market
Forecast 

The impacts of the $2.5 billion increase in 
federal transportation investment through 
the FY 2018 appropriations process will vary, 
depending on the timing of state obligations 
and the awarding of projects through several 
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 
discretionary programs. But overall, this boost 
will contribute to growth in 2019.

The increase in state and local revenues 
through user fee increases, bond programs, 
ballot initiatives and other funding mechanisms 
also will support additional activity next year.

Bridges & Tunnels

The pace of bridge & tunnel work slowed in 
2018 but is expected to resume growth of 1.5 
percent in 2019. Bridge and tunnel activity fell 
slightly from $31.9 billion in 2017 to $31.2 billion 
in 2018, after adjusting for project costs and 
inflation. It is expected to grow to $31.7 billion in 
2019, with the pace increasing to over 2 percent 
annually in 2020 and beyond.

Light Rail, Subways, & Railroads

Public transit and rail construction is expected 
to grow from $19 billion in 2018 to $20 billion in 
2019, a 5.7 percent increase.

Airport Runways & Terminals

The value of airport construction, including 
terminals, runways and related work, is 
expected to increase 4.4 percent from $23.2 

billion to $24.3 billion. After growing 38 percent 
in 2018, airport terminal and related work, 
including structures like parking garages, 
hangars, air freight terminals and traffic 
towers, is expected to increase from $18.4 
billion in 2018 to $19.2 billion, an increase of 
4.5 percent. Runway work, which was up 18 
percent in 2018, is forecasted to increase from 
$4.9 billion in 2018 to $5.1 billion in 2019.

There are currently 11 major airport expansion 
projects over $1 billion that are underway or 
about to begin in California, Colorado, Florida, 
Georgia, Illinois, New York, Tennessee, Texas, 
Utah, and Virginia.

Ports & Waterways

The value of port and waterway investment is 
expected to grow 3 percent to $2.6 billion in 
2019. Construction activity in 2018 was $2.5 
billion, up from $2.2 billion in 2017.

The ARTBA forecast is based on a series of 
proprietary econometric models for each mode 
and analysis of federal, state and local data and 
market intelligence.

Dr. Alison Premo Black is ARTBA’s chief 
economist.

ARTBA 2019 Forecast of Real Value of 
U.S. Transportation Construction Market

Source: ARTBA forecast model. Measuring U.S. Census Bureau Value of Construction Put in Place for major modes, plus estimates of planning and design work, 
right of way and maintenance expenditures for state and local governments, and private driveway, parking lot and residential development streets and bridges. 
Nominal values adjusted with ARTBA Price Index.
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Bob Burleson Retires After 30 Years at Florida 
Transportation Builders’ Association 
By Mark Holan 
mholan@artba.org 

 
Florida Transportation Builders’ Association (FTBA) President Bob 
Burleson retires at the end of the year after a 30-year career with the 
ARTBA chapter. His tenure paralleled Pete Ruane, who stepped down 
Oct. 31 after three decades of leading the national association. 

Ananth Prasad assumes FTBA leadership on Jan. 1, 2019, under a 
transition arrangement announced when he joined the chapter in late 
2017. Prasad is a former HNTB executive and past secretary of the 
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT). 

Among his numerous honors, Burleson is a 2010 inductee in the ARTBA 
Foundation Hall of Fame. In early 2018, he received the Nello Teer, Jr. 
Award, named after a legendary contractor who was a great ARTBA 
leader for many years. 

Burleson “is one of the most respected industry voices ever, not only 
here in Florida, but nationally as well,” Rich Juliano, ARTBA’s senior 
vice president, policy, and managing director of the Contractors and P3 
divisions, said at the Feb. 8 award presentation in Orlando. “The bottom 
line is that neither FTBA nor ARTBA would be what they are today 
without this gentleman and his extraordinary service.” 

Virginia to Florida 

From 1970 to 1988, Burleson was a top executive with the Wiley N. 
Jackson Company in Virginia. He played a key role in the company’s 
growth. When the firm sold, Burleson said he thought about going to law 
school, but instead accepted the position as FTBA’s chief executive.

Former ARTBA Foundation Chairman Leo Vecellio, Jr. was a champion 
of Burleson securing the FTBA job because of the respect the two men 
had developed for each other as contractors in the Mid-Atlantic region, 
before Vecellio shifted his business operations to Florida.

“Of all the state construction association heads, Bobby is head and 
shoulders above his peers,” Vecellio said. “He had a wonderful 
relationship with the FDOT, looked out for his members, and was an 
excellent lobbyist for the industry.” 

But Burleson had a rough start. The FTBA faced serious challenges in 
February 1989. 

“We were flat broke,” Burleson said during his retirement dinner at the 
FTBA’s annual convention in August. 

And it wasn’t just the association. Florida lawmakers at the time 
wrangled over how to pay for much-needed transportation infrastructure 
to foster growth in the state. The $500 million in FDOT contracts in 1989 
was only half what had been expected, and FTBA’s 250 member firms 
sidelined about 10 percent of their workforce. 

“If you weren’t here, you will never know how bad it was,” Ben G. Watts, 
FDOT secretary from 1989 to 1997, told the August dinner audience. “If 
you were here, you probably can’t believe how good it is today.” 
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Many Achievements 

Under Burleson’s leadership, FTBA members and state 
government partners helped change the arc of the state’s 
transportation investment history. The accomplishments 
include: 

• Achieving the largest funding increase for transportation in 
the state’s history, in 1990; 

• Passing 1996 legislation that doubled fines for motorists in 
construction zones; 

• Preventing legislative sweeps of the state’s transportation 
trust fund through the “Stop Highway Robbery” campaign 
of 2004; and

• Marshaling industry opposition in 2010 to stop a raid on 
state transportation funds. 

“If we are going to be a growing and progressive state, we 
have to fund our growth,” Burleson told a Florida newspaper 
in 1989. Since then, the state’s population has grown to over 
21 million from about 12 million, while road mileage more than 
doubled to nearly 264,000 miles from 104,600 miles. 

Speaking at the August convention, Stephanie Kopelousos, 
FDOT secretary from 2007 to 2011, called Burleson “a 
legendary powerhouse in transportation” and “the best partner 
FDOT could every ask for.” 

In less than seven years, he returned the association to 
strong fiscal health and retired the association’s building 
mortgage—23 years early. He also managed to boost 
membership after years of decline. 

“We are here to serve the members,” Burleson said during his 
retirement dinner. “Our key strength is that we speak as one 
voice for the group.” 

Jeffrey F. Nelson, ARTBA’s Southern Region vice chairman 
and past FTBA chairman, praised Burleson for creating that 
common mission. 

“It wasn’t easy to unite an industry as fragmented and 
competitive as ours, yet he has done it so effectively and in 
such a way, he has left a legacy that anyone would be proud of 
to have,” said Nelson, president of David Nelson Construction, 
based in Palm Harbor, Fla.

Burleson is also a past chairman of ARTBA’s Council of State 
Executives and a long-time ARTBA delegate to the AASHTO-
AGC-ARTBA Joint Committee, an executive-level policy 
group. Prasad, the incoming FTBA leader, also has been 
active in the AASHTO-AGC-ARTBA Joint Committee, and the 
AASHTO Subcommittee on Construction, in which ARTBA 
participates. In 2015, he was co-winner of ARTBA’s “P3 
Entrepreneur of the Year” award. 

Mark Holan is ARTBA’s editorial director.

“Bobisms” from Bob Burleson 

 “Safety of our employees will always be 
our foremost priority.” 

“Roadbuilding feeds my family, and, I 
suspect, it feeds yours too.” 

“We must find a way to draw young 
people into our industry.  … If we don’t 
care about the future of our industry, 
who will? 

“Do not let the process get in the way of 
building the project.” 

“There is no such thing as a perfect set 
of plans, or a perfect design-build RFP, 
but we should always strive to create the 
first.” 

“It’s okay to disagree, but treat everyone 
with respect.  We are all trying to do our 
job the best we know how.” 

Early in his FTBA tenure, Bob Burleson, center, speaks with 
former Florida Gov. (1987-91) Bob Martinez, right, as former FTBA 
Chairman Willard Elsberry, left, looks on.
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The Transportation Construction Industry's
Only

Internationally-Accredited Safety Program

The Safety Certification for Transportation Project Professionals™ (SCTPP) program was developed and launched by 
top transportation design and construction industry’s executives from the public and private sectors.
Their goal: significantly boost the hazard awareness and risk management skills of all transportation project 
professionals who are in positions of influence—from project inception through completion—to cause a decline in the 
50,000 fatalities and injuries that occur in and around U.S. transportation infrastructure projects annually.

Certify Your Employees. Save Lives.TM

SCTPP Developers

www.puttingsafetyfirst.org

National Institute 
for Occupational
Safety & Health
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Schedule Your Free Class Now!

Preventing Falls in Roadway and 
Bridge Construction, Inspection  
and Repair
A comprehensive safety training program for the transportation construction industry, including:

• Horizontal Lifelines
• Anchorage Points
• Personal Fall Arrest Systems
• Self-Retracting Lifelines
• Aerial Work Platforms
• Rescue Plans
• Suspension Trauma

...and much more!

“This material was produced under the grant SH05001SH8 from the Occupational Safety and Health  
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.  It does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. 
Department of Labor nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or organizations imply 
endorsement  by the U.S. Government.”

For more information, contact Robinson Vasquez at 
rvasquez@artba.org, or 202.289.4434.
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Transportation Construction 
Industry Tackles 
Workforce Development 
 
By Rich Juliano 
rjuliano@artba.org 

& Allison Klein 
Aklein@artba.org 
 
What keeps transportation construction contractors up at night?  
Many ARTBA members have told us it’s two issues: transportation 
funding, and the future of their workforce.  While ARTBA continues 
to advocate for more federal transportation investment and 
permanent solution for the Highway Trust Fund, the association is 
also working with its members and chapters to address emerging 
workforce needs. 
 
In ARTBA’s third quarter 2018 market conditions survey, 85 
percent of respondents said they had shortages of skilled workers, 
while half reported they couldn’t hire enough unskilled laborers. 
The skilled labor shortage is at its highest level in over 17 years 
that the association has conducted the survey. 

“It’s a huge problem,” said one contractor participating in the 
confidential survey. “Finding and keeping employees is tough,” 
said another respondent. A third reported a “significant driver 
shortage.”  
 
Transportation construction industry leaders know they must 
continue urging federal and state elected officials to provide 
increased and sustainable infrastructure funding. But they are also 
paying increased attention to the equally daunting task of growing 
workforce recruitment and retention, especially as many longtime 
industry professionals look to retire soon. 
 
“The key ingredient to any of our projects is talent,” said Donald 
Graul, president of Parsons Construction Group and an ARTBA 
vice chairman at-large.  “A lack of good people is worse than a 
shortage of equipment or materials, because they can help us 
figure out how to meet any challenge on a jobsite.” 
 
Several initiatives are now underway by ARTBA and its state 
chapter affiliates and industry partners, federal and state agencies, 
and other workforce development groups. Additional efforts are in 
the pipeline for 2019. Learn more on the following pages. 

Rich Juliano is ARTBA’s senior vice president for policy. Allison 
Klein is ARTBA’s senior vice president of strategic engagement.  
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Highway Construction 
Workforce Pilot Project 
 
By Mark Holan 
mholan@artba.org 
 
ARTBA is a partner in a pilot project that originated three years 
ago with a policy paper by the AASHTO-AGC-ARTBA Joint 
Committee describing workforce issues in both the public 
and private sectors. The Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) and U.S. Department of Labor have joined the three 
associations in seeking to match industry needs with local 
workforce development resources.  
 
This Highway Construction Workforce Pilot (HCWP) program 
is now underway in six cities and six states. It has four basic 
objectives: 
 
• Assess job opportunities and career pathways in the 

highway construction industry. 

• Identify, train, and place new workers into highway 
construction jobs. 

• Improve the skills, performance and retention of the 
current highway construction workforce. 

• Identify promising workforce development practices to 
share across the nation. 

 
“The goal of HCWP is to identify, train and place workers in 
high-demand highway construction jobs. In doing so, pilots will 
determine successful practices that have broad applicability 

across the national highway construction industry,” said 
Clark Martin, program manager at the FHWA’s Center for 
Transportation Workforce Development. 
 
State and local Workforce Development Boards (WDBs) and 
industry partners are working together to leverage existing 
resources and relationships in the 12 pilot locations, which are 
each eligible for up to $75,000 in FHWA support. 
 
Here are a few examples of what’s happening so far: 
 
• Rhode Island’s “Building Futures Program” has created 

a seven-week/120-hour online and classroom training 
program focused on bringing women into highway 
construction jobs. 

• Arizona developed a one-week highway construction 
“Industry Readiness Program” that includes field trips “to 
see what really happens in the dirt;” basic skills training 
such as hand tools, safety and communication; and 
contractor presentations about their firms. 

• Pittsburgh’s “Future Road Builders” developed an “app” 
that describes highway construction jobs that has been 
downloaded by more than 5,000 individuals. 

 
The pilot programs will conclude March 31, 2019. An HCWP 
“playbook” will be developed to document successful best 
practices and ongoing challenges. Workforce Development 
Boards will continue to adjust and align their resources 
with roadbuilding industry needs.  ARTBA will provide more 
information to our members on all these activities. 

 
Mark Holan is ARTBA’s editorial director. 

Highway Construction 
Workforce Pilot 

locations
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GUARDIAN 5 (G5)
MASH TL-5 Longitudinal Barrier

Strong. Flexible. Safe. 
There’s a safer and more economical alternative to 
concrete barriers: The all-steel Guardian 5 (G5) 
MASH TL-5 longitudinal barrier.

It is the only MASH steel barrier in the market capable 
of redirecting a fully loaded 80,000-pound vehicle. 
Where can the G5 make the most impact?  
In areas with high truck volumes, heavy  
congestion, narrow medians and the  
protection of bridge piers.

1-866-994-4929   www.gregorycorpmobile.com
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 State Chapter 
Workforce Efforts 
 
By Mark Holan 
mholan@artba.org 
 
 
Several ARTBA state contractor affiliates have stepped up 
their workforce development efforts. One of those initiatives 
comes from the Georgia Highway Contractors Association 
(GHCA), whose executive director Dave Moellering currently 
chairs ARTBA’s Council of State Executives (CSE). 
 
In April 2017, GHCA launched the “Fast Lane to Jobs” 
website, www.georgiaroadjobs.com, which contains a mix 
of worker testimonial videos and narrative content such as 
“Eight Good Reasons to Work in Highway Construction” and 
“Construction Jobs for Women.” 
 
A Spanish version of the site is just a click away. 
 
The foundation of the site is an interactive Georgia map 
segmented by county and state DOT districts. When visitors 
click on a county, they are taken to a list of contractors who 
work in that area, including contact names, phone numbers, 
email address and company websites. 
 
Since going live, the “Fast Lane” website attracted nearly 
69,000 visitors as of early October. The pages in Spanish 
had more than 12,000 users. Nearly 10,000 people clicked 
on the websites of 35 participating contractors, and more 
than 3,100 people clicked on email links to those companies. 
The site has also generated phone calls not tracked by these 
analytics. 
 
About 97 percent of the website traffic is coming from mobile 
uses, said marketing professional Katherine Bows Taylor, who 
is working with GHCA. Those visitors include 23 percent in 
the 18 to 24 age demographic and 41 percent age 25-34.  
 
Georgia contractors are also building relationships with 
nearby high schools, rather than the more traditional 

outreach to technical schools, Moellering said.  
 
“We are creating a farm team,” he said, using the baseball 
term for the strategy of developing young talent. “We are 
trying to get as local as we can. We are working with the 
high school shop teachers who know the kids and can be the 
most influential with them, rather than just a shot-gunning 
approach.” 
 
C. W. Matthews Contracting Company joined one high 
school’s construction industry “signing day,” like when 
athletes make a commitment to play on a collegiate athletic 
team. The firm offered jobs to three recruits, who were given 
football jerseys with the firm’s name on the back. They also 
were provided with a mentor to help them transition from 
school to the work zone. 
 
“You have to invest in these kids,” said C.W. Matthews CFO 
Michael Bell. 
 

Mark Holan is ARTBA’s editorial director. 

GUARDIAN 5 (G5)
MASH TL-5 Longitudinal Barrier

Strong. Flexible. Safe. 
There’s a safer and more economical alternative to 
concrete barriers: The all-steel Guardian 5 (G5) 
MASH TL-5 longitudinal barrier.

It is the only MASH steel barrier in the market capable 
of redirecting a fully loaded 80,000-pound vehicle. 
Where can the G5 make the most impact?  
In areas with high truck volumes, heavy  
congestion, narrow medians and the  
protection of bridge piers.

1-866-994-4929   www.gregorycorpmobile.com

1. Good jobs are available now. 
2. Salaries and benefits are generous. 
3. Employment is year-round. 
4. It’s a career, not just a job. 

5. Pride in building something meaningful. 
6. Work in different parts of the state. 
7. Do something different every day. 
8. You aren’t stuck in an office. 

Eight Good Reasons to Work in Highway Construction 
From Georgia’s “Fast Lane to Jobs” website
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Trends in DOT 
Recruitment & 
Retention 
 
By Dr. Christofer Harper 
chris.harper@colostate.edu  
 
A 2017 study by the Region 6 University Transportation 
Center at Louisiana State University provides insights 
about the recruitment and retention of state transportation 
department (DOT) employees. 
 
Survey responses were collected from 1,109 state DOT 
employees in Arkansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
The research also included an extensive review of journal 
articles, state DOT training manuals and HR documents, 
FHWA material, and other workforce records. The analysis 
revealed these general trends: 
 
Employees with five or less years of DOT work experience 
were recruited more through websites or social media than 
other job platforms. Employees with six or more years at the 
DOT learned of their positions through a friend or relative 
who already worked at the agency. 

Most DOT maintenance employees were recruited by a 

relative or friend already working for the agency. 

DOT employees in engineering positions were recruited 
more through a college or university; next via a website or 
social media; then lastly by a relative or friend.  

All age groups and experience levels of current DOT 
employees are overwhelmingly proud to work at their state 
agency, but many employees who are 30 years old and older 
said that morale has declined in recent years. 

Recommendations from the study’s findings include: 
 
• Quantify healthcare and retirement benefits, along with 

salary; 

• Use social media and the internet as recruiting tools; 

• Offer flexible work schedules and work-life balance; 

• Promote the importance of working for a public agency; 

• Improve department morale and salary opportunities; 
and 

• Require time commitments from employees who obtain 
education/license/certificate with the support from their 
DOT. 

Dr. Christofer Harper is an assistant professor in the 
Department of Construction Management at Colorado State 
University. He conducted this research while at Louisiana 
State University. 

Workforce Expert Details 
Industry Challenges
 
By Mark Holan 
mholan@artba.org 
 
More than 80 percent of U.S. contractors are experiencing 
labor shortages, according to recent industry surveys. The 
problem is especially acute in the transportation design and 
construction industry, a workforce specialist told attendees at 
ARTBA’s 2018 National Convention, held in New York City.
 
The October session was hosted by ARTBA’s Industry 
Leader Development Council (ILDC), which will develop 
future program content and peer outreach related to 
workforce development through ARTBA’s four regional 
meetings, Dr. Don Brock TransOvation® Workshop, and 
other platforms. 
 
“Workforce is a huge concern for the transportation industry,” 
said Laura Cataldo, senior manager of construction & real 
estate services at Baker Tilly. A contractor’s daughter, she 
spent 25 years in the construction industry before joining the 
Madison, Wisconsin, accounting and business advisory firm. 

Our roads. 
Your future.

RoadsToYourFuture
Start your career in highway construction today. fhwa.dot.gov/RoadsToYourFuture

Image: Federal Highway Administration Continues on  page 28
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ZONEGUARD®

The Zoneguard® steel barrier system, manufactured by Hill & Smith 
Inc., has been extensively crash tested to the newest set of standards 
for roadside safety devices, MASH (Manual for Assessing Safety 
Hardware) and has received eligibility from the FHWA.

In addition to its industry-leading crash test performance, 
Zoneguard’s ability to reduce trucks, improve installation and 
relocation time, decrease dead load on bridges and withstand years 
of utilization, make it the wisest barrier choice on the market.

WWW.HILLANDSMITH.COM   |   (614) 340-6294

TRAVEL SAFE.
WORK PROTECTED.

MASH
COMPLIANT

750 LF
PER TRUCK

UP TO 1,500 LF 
INSTALLED PER HR.

20+ YEAR 
LIFE  EXPECTANCY
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The U.S. economy is booming, and the nation’s population 
is growing. That’s creating demand for transportation 
infrastructure construction and repair. 
 
“With the national unemployment rate holding below 4 
percent, the lowest in 50 years, employee retention is as 
important as recruitment,” Cataldo said. “Employers need to 
recognize the necessity of providing training and incentives in 
addition to higher wages and other standard benefits in order 
to recruit and retain their workforce.” 
 
Headhunters are aggressively poaching the best workers, 
Cataldo warned. “When you lose people, it gets harder to fill 
the gaps.” 
 
Cataldo emphasized there are great workforce development 
funding opportunities available through the U.S. Department 
of Labor. Several key programs include: 
 
• Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) 

• American Apprenticeship Initiative 

• Native American Programs 

• Ex Offender Programs 

• Youth Build 

• Career and Technical Education Grants 

• Women in Apprenticeship and Nontraditional 
Occupations 

 
In addition, Workforce Opportunity Tax Credits provide 
companies a tax credit up to $2,400 per individual hired 

from targeted groups that have faced significant barriers to 
employment. 

Cataldo also encouraged employers to get involved in their 
state’s Workforce Development Boards. Board members, 
appointed by governors and other elected officials, provide 
industry representation that drives how federal workforce 
funds are directed at the local level. 
 
Many workforce boards struggle to find adequate industry 
representation, Cataldo said. That’s why transportation 
design and constructions firms should make the effort to get 
involved.

Mark Holan is ARTBA’s editorial director.

Laura Cataldo at ARTBA’s National Convention.

ARTBA & WTS Alliance 
Encourages Advancement of 
Women in Transportation 
By Eileen Houlihan 
ehoulihan@artba.org 
 
American companies say they are “highly committed” to 
gender diversity, but women remain underrepresented in the 
workforce, from entry level jobs to C-suite decision-makers, 
according to the 2018 “Women in the Workplace” study. 
 
In the historically male-dominated transportation construction
 industry, the problem is more acute. To change that, 
ARTBA and the Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS) 
International in October signed an agreement to increase 
gender diversity in this market sector that plays such a 
significant role in the American economy.  

WTS, an international organization with more than 6,500 
members in 79 chapters, has hosted events for students and 
professionals to boost interest among women in fields such 
as engineering, science, and technology. In 2009, the WTS 
Foundation was created to provide scholarships to women 
throughout the transportation industry. 
ARTBA, through immediate past ARTBA Chairman Matt 
Cummings of AECOM, and current chairman Bob Alger 
of The Lane Construction Corporation, has made the 
commitment to increase gender diversity though the WTS 
agreement and its Women Leaders in Transportation Design 
& Construction Council. 
 
“ARTBA looks forward to working with WTS to promote 
the development and advancement of women in the 
transportation design and construction industry,” said 
Cummings, who signed the agreement with WTS in early 
October at ARTBA’s National Convention in New York City. 
“Through this agreement, we also hope to help drive an 
increase in the number of women entering the transportation 
workforce.” 
 

From page 26

Continued on page 29

From page 28
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The agreement aims to: 
 
• Promote the transportation infrastructure sector as a 

rewarding career choice for women; 

• Further the participation, advancement and recognition 
of women in the transportation infrastructure sector, both 
public and private; 

• Provide professional development opportunities to help 
women advance their skill sets and careers to ensure the 
sector’s future success; 

• Encourage participation in organizational leadership 
activities at the national, state and local levels; and 

• Cooperate with others who share these objectives to 
achieve them. 

The agreement “signifies the importance of promoting the 
many facets of the transportation sector as a rewarding career 
choice for women while furthering their participation, skill 
sets and careers to ensure the sector’s future success,” said 
Maggie Walsh, an HDR vice president and WTS International 
chair. 

ARTBA & WTS will support each other in the development of 
content for meetings and conferences, including identifying 
speakers, opportunities for jointly sponsored workshops, 
webinars and meetings, publicizing each other’s events, and 
supporting mentoring programs. 
 
The “Women in the Workplace” report, produced by
LeanIn.Org and McKinsey & Company, says companies need 
to “double down on their efforts” to increase gender diversity. It 
recommends better access to senior leaders; fostering 

an inclusive and respective culture; ensuring that hiring 
and promotions are fair; and treating gender diversity as a 
business priority. 
 

Eileen Houlihan is ARTBA’s senior writer/editor. 

ARTBA’s Women 
Leaders in 
Transportation Design 
& Construction Council 

The Council promotes 
leadership and career 
advancement for 
professional women 
through networking, 
mentoring, recognition 

and educational activities in partnership with 
ARTBA and other stakeholders.   
 
The Council is chaired by Lisa Robert of RS&H.

Contact ARTBA’s Alison Klein at aklein@artba.
org for more information. 
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Introducing 
New Quality 
Assurance 
Products 
for Deep 

Foundations

From page 28
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National Work Zone Safety 
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The World’s Largest Online Safety Information Resource
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  rone imagery can digitize the physical world and   
  provide builders with an accurate and up-to-date 

representation of a project. With this data, construction 
companies can measure, collaborate, communicate, and put 
best practices in place.

Hardware and software are advancing rapidly. Aircrafts now 
fly autonomously, with the help of an embedded program. 
Drones have new sensing capabilities, smart cameras, 
and new interfaces. Hybrid drones, which possess the 
capabilities of both rotary and fixed wings, are also gaining 
traction.

All of this can enable greater productivity and insight for 
workers on the jobsite. Tasks drones can help with include 
risk mitigation, resource planning, research and excavation, 
and urban planning.

“Put simply, new technologies, including drones and other 
robotic tools, have quickly become just another tool on 
the jobsite—and that’s exactly how it should be,” says 
Hugh McFall of 3DR, a software company that targets the 
construction and engineering sectors.

Make the Most of Technology

McFall sees teams of construction professionals flying 
drones multiple times a week and using the data—the 
high-resolution maps and 3D models—to plan work, identify 
issues that need to be resolved, share progress updates 
with their clients, and related project management.

Patrick Stuart of Skycatch, an aerial mapping firm, offers 
this pro tip: The more people on a project who have access 
to the data, the more they will come up with value-added 
uses for it.

“The most successful teams have enabled their uses and 
use cases to develop organically by getting the entire 
project into the platform,” says Stuart.

There are a few key steps construction companies can take 
to get the most out of drone technology on a jobsite.

The Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM) offered 
a checklist through its CONEXPO-CON/AGG 365 initiative 
to help companies ensure positive implementation of the 
technology and ongoing success.

1) Create a corporate or project budget. Stuart 
suggests dedicating resources specifically to adopting new 
technology. This includes both people and money.

2) Create a mission and set goals. Consider having the 
top level of your organization create the objectives and 
focus on using the technology to directly impact the future 
of your business, he adds. This can include things like 
making bids more competitive, reducing costs, or improving 
safety. Once this is decided at a companywide level, it will 
ultimately trickle down.

3) Pick a champion. This person will need to lead adopting 
new technologies and expanding them across project teams, 
says McFall. This should be supported by management to 
ensure that teams actively seek out and implement new 
solutions, adds Stuart.

4) Implement a preflight plan for your drone pilots 
to follow. This can include everything from checking 
the equipment prior to flight to what needs to be done 
afterwards. This will help them minimize risk, improve 
documentation, and ensure they are flying safely.

5) Pick a trial project. This will enable a company to 
check against objectives and adjust as necessary until the 
implementation of technology is successfully achieved.

6) Expand to other projects, but using the first as a golden 
example to ultimately train and establish corporate best 
practices.

Learn more at www.conexpoconagg.com/subscribe.

The Association of Equipment Manufacturers 
is the North American-based international 
trade group providing innovative business 
development resources to advance the off-
road equipment manufacturing industry in 
the global marketplace: www.aem.org.

AEM CORNER

Drones: Your 6-Step 
Pre-Flight Checklist
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Regulatory Roundup

Safety 
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This material is based upon work supported by the Federal Highway Administration under agreement DTFH61-II-H-00029. Any opinions, findings, 
and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the Author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the  
U.S. Department of Transportation or the Federal Highway Administration.

#693JJ31750001 .
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he Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has decided 
to amend or repeal a century-old regulation related 

to the development and deployment of new products on 
U.S. transportation projects. The agency’s November 
announcement came in response to a March filing from 
ARTBA, which noted the Woodrow Wilson administration 
era-rule is today impeding innovations that could save lives, 
minimize congestion, or otherwise improve the quality of the 
nation’s highways.

FHWA will accept comments through Jan. 14, 2019, before 
deciding which of the two options to take.

At issue is 23 CFR 635.411, a federal regulation that 
prohibits state and local governments from using patented 
or proprietary products on highway and bridge projects 
that receive federal funding unless those products qualify 
for limited exceptions.  It was adopted in 1916 by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, which then managed the emerging 
federal-aid highway program, over the strong objections of 
both the American Road Builders Association, as ARTBA was 
then known, and the American Association of State Highway 
Officials.

The goal of federal transportation policy should be to promote 
innovation and enable ideas and products aimed at building 
a better transportation network as efficiently as possible—not 
to protect the status quo.  While the Trump administration has 
successfully reduced regulatory burdens in several areas, 
the proprietary products rule is an antiquated regulation that 
has no place in today’s marketplace of ideas and needs to be 
corrected as soon as possible.

It is also important to note that when states outright disallow 
a patented or proprietary product, they may be preventing a 
transformative solution to a serious problem from taking place 
in a timely manner.  For example, every great paradigm shift in 
the bridge world originated from a patented idea or intellectual 
property, generally marketed as a proprietary product. 

ARTBA has pointed out that since many new technologies—
particularly those marking a significant advance in quality, 
performance, or durability—incorporate intellectual property, 
“the rule has inevitably impeded the development and 
deployment of products from the market that could save lives, 
minimize congestion or otherwise improve the quality of our 
nation’s highways.” 

The association cited examples of products impacted by the 
rule within the area of transportation construction, including 
the use of composite materials and disc bearings for bridges, 
moveable traffic barriers, higher visibility signage and 
breakaway sign posts. 

ARTBA also noted that other federal agencies, including 
the U.S. Department of Defense, the Coast Guard and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, have set up 
procurement systems that allow for the appropriate use of 
sole source contracts for patented or proprietary products to 
accomplish their missions. 

ARTBA believes the FHWA should completely repeal the 
rule, as opposed to amending it, noting that the association 
has worked with multiple administrations over the past seven 
years on amending the rule to no avail.  We will be filing 
comments with FHWA in favor of repeal and urge all ARTBA 
members to do the same.

Nick Goldstein is ARTBA’s vice president of regulatory and 
legal issues.

FHWA Poised to Act on Century-Old Barrier to Transportation Project 
By Nick Goldstein
ngoldstein@artba.org

Regulatory Roundup

Help Repeal the Rule

ARTBA is urging its members to submit comments 
by Jan. 14, 2019, in favor of repealing the 1916 
proprietary products rule.

Visit www.regulations.gov. In the homepage 
search box, type FHWA-2018-0036-0001.

If you have questions about how to submit 
comments, contact ARTBA’s Nick Goldstein at 
202.683.1005.
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ARTBA Welcomed these New Members in 2018

J-Tech

TrafFix Devices, Inc.

AGC Arkansas

PCl Civil Constructors, Inc.

Ames Construction

Archer Western Construction Machinery Trader/
Auction Time

Company Wrench

Tensar International Corporation

Traffic Safety Industry Division

Contractors Division

Allan Myers

UHPC Solutions

Sweeping Corporation of America

Transportation Officials Division

Jackson County 
Department of Transportation

Arizona Department of Transportation

Mississippi Association of 
County Engineers

Manufactures Division

Materials & Services Division

Redstone Industrial Services, LLC

Meadow Burke, LLC

Info Tech, Inc.

Associated Construction 
Publications

Smith Pachter McWhorter PLC

Stradley Ronon 
Stevens & Young

Planning & Design Division

Atkins

SQN Associates

District of Columbia 
Office of Public-Private 

Partnerships (OP3)

Seyfarth Shaw

P3 Division
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ARTBA Welcomed these New Members in 2018

Visit weilerproducts.com or the paving specialist 
at your Cat® dealer for more information. Engineered Innovation.

Engineered Innovation for the Material Transfer Vehicle Market

•	Designed around clean-out to simplify daily maintenance and increase component life
•	Variable speed conveyors reduce wear
•	Hydraulic conveyor chain tensioner automatically sets and maintains proper chain tension
•	Automated tire spray down decreases tack build-up with programmable spray coverage 
•	Storage hopper management system notifies crew of material level in the storage hopper
•	Cat® dealer sales, service and support

Weiler E2850.indd   1 1/12/2017   2:05:03 PM

Planning & Design Division

P3 Division
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 • Opportunities available to exhibit at the conference
•  To reserve your booth send email to: msare001@fiu.edu
• Travel Scholarships available to assist bridge owners
    to attend the conference
• Co-sponsored by 30+ State DOTʼs
• Pre-Conference workshops, December 10, 2019

For video clips capturing highlights of past conferences and information on upcoming
2019 conference, visit: abc-utc.fiu.edu/conference/

 

INTERNATIONAL ACCELERATED 
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE:
Including Automation, Service Life and
Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC)

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS!
ABSTRACT DEADLINE: JANUARY 18, 2019

Miami, Florida December 11-13, 2019
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National Convention
Savannah, Ga.
September 22-25

Northeastern Regional
Philadelphia, Pa.
October 23-24

Southern Regional 
Featuring the Dr. J. Don Brock 
TransOvationTM Workshop
Miami, Fla.
October 28-29

Central Regional
Kansas City, Mo.
November 6-7

Western Regional
San Antonio, Texas
November 13-14

Executive Committee 
Marco Island, Fla. 
January 21

Federal Issues Program & Transpor-
tation Construction Coalition Fly-In 

Industry Leader Development 
Program
Washington, D.C. 
May 13-15

Annual Transportation Construc-
tion Law & Regulatory Forum
Washington, D.C. 
June 5-6

National Workshop for State 
& Local Transportation Advocates
Washington, D.C.
 July 17

Public-Private Partnerships (P3) in 
Transportation Conference
Washington, D.C. 
July 17-19

2019 EVENTS

JANUARY

MAY

www.transportationbuilder.org

View the 2019 Media Kit in the “News” section of artba.org.

For advertising sales contact Peter Embrey at 202 683.1026 
or pembrey@artba.org.
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T H E  L A S T  T U R N
Compiled by ARTBA’s Transportation Investment Advocacy Center

U.S. Voters Show Continued Support for Transportation Investment

Voters once again demonstrated their support for 
transportation infrastructure investments, approving 79 
percent of 352 state and local ballot measures in the Nov. 
6 general election.
 
In the most closely watched initiative, California voters 
by 55 percent to 45 percent turned back an effort to 
repeal an increase in the state gasoline and diesel motor 
fuels tax that was approved by the legislature as part 
of a 2017 transportation funding law. That decision will 
help preserve more than $50 billion for urgently-needed 
highway, bridge, and transit improvements in California 
over a 10-year period. 
 
In total, the 272 approved initiatives in 31 states are 
expected to generate over $30 billion in one-time and 
recurring revenue, according to analysis by ARTBA’s 
Transportation Investment Advocacy Center™ (ARTBA-
TIAC). 
 
The 2018 preliminary results reaffirmed the trend of recent 
years demonstrating strong voter support for investments 
to maintain and improve their state/local transportation 
networks. Including 2018, voters have approved 78 

percent of nearly 1,700 transportation investment ballot measures 
tracked by ARTBA-TIAC since 2009.
 
See the full 2018 ballot initiative analysis, plus a report on the re-
election of state lawmakers who have supported gas tax increases, 
at http://transportationinvestment.org.
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Build Smarter. Work Safer.
Use HeavyJob and HCSS Safety to get the job done safely, on time, and on budget. 
Empower your crews to make smart, informed, and safe decisions using instant data 

analysis and comprehensive safety tools.

Be Proactive with Innovative Software for the Field

VISIT HCSS.COM
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EARTH-SHATTERING STRENGTH. CASE N Series backhoe loaders now offer PowerBoost*. At the push of a button, 

it unleashes a sudden surge of backhoe power with no drop in RPMs to help � ght through frozen or tough ground 

without skipping a beat. It’s only available on CASE and only one of the many new upgrades that make the N Series 

stronger than ever before.

   T H E  A L L - N E W  P O W E R B O O S T:

GROUNDBREAKING

LEARN MORE AT:

CaseCE.com/N-hanced


